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Job search made
easier by Center
byJ.A.Lupo
"The Career Planning and
Placement Center is a springboard
to finding employment," Dean
Owens, director of the Center said.
"We're not an employment
.agency, but rather we facilitate
the employment search and guide
students in planning a career."
There is no one service offered.
by the Center which is deemed
most important, but Owens said,
"Many students think of the
on-campus interviews as th~ only
service the Center provides.
Actually, this is only one-quarter
of our job. Our career library is
great."
The Center's career library has
information on jobs in all fields . in
the form of occupation handbooks
and directories, business, government, and school district directories, salary information booklets,
overseas employment directories,
graduate school catalogs and job
hunting manuals.
In addition to these standard
directories, handbooks and man·uals, the Center has information
on separate companies and corporations which outlines the types
of jobs those companies offer and
all the qualifications necessary to
get the jobs.
Such information is also available on local, state and federal
jobs. · Most of these jobs require
exams. Informati~n concerning
exam announcements and applica-

tions is obtainable at the Center.
The Center offers guidance to
undergraduates, graduate students, and alumni. This guidance
includes assistance and instruction
in job search methods, interview
techniques, filling out applications
and making a resume (a summary
of work and school experience) and
·a cover letter (the introduction fo
a resume). The Center conducts
four workshops per quarter on
these subjects, two for ar.ts and
science candidates and two for
education candidates.
Each
workshop consists of three one.hour sessions.
Throughout the year, different
companies and agencies visit the
campus and conduct job interviews in the Center. These
interviews are open only to seniors
and graduate students. The jobs
sought are broken down into two
broad categories, one is .business,
industry and governm.ent, the
other is_education, and are posteq
separately in the Center one week
before the interview is to take
place. Also, tentative schedules
are published in the CRIER each
week.
The majority of the people
which the Center places are in
business and education, Owens
admitted, but he pointed out that
this is because Central is noted for
excellence in those departments.
Three quarters before graduation, a student can register for
placement services.· This involves
setting up a credential file with the

Fall quarter
enrollment up
Fall quarter enrollment at
Central took a jump up in every
category compared to last year's
figures, according to Jack Purcell,
director of the university's institutional studies department.
Enrollment figures, released
Nov. l, show Central's total
headcount student population at
7,909, compared to 7,423 a year
ago.
There are 5,445 daytime students on the Ellensburg campus,

Center, "a depository for personal
and confidential information (professor recommendations, transcripts, other work and school
records) about the student and his
abilities".
Mimeographed copies of this file
are always available to be sent to
prospective employers, and once
filed with the Center, it is a
permanent record able to be
activated tomorrow, next year, or
ten years from now.
In the placement process that
does not involve on-campus interviews, the student himself contacts the prospective employer,
sets up his own interview, sends
out his own resume and cover
letter and then has the Center
send out his file. The file is a
handy record that "reminds the
employer" of the student's qualifications.

Ralph Nader

C.W.U.,Elienshurg, Wa.,Nov. 8 1979;- Vol. 53, No.6

Med tech grads score high

Memorial's laboratories, said the
Central's 1979 medical techno- higher than Central," he said.
logy graduates scored In the top
"I am proud of our graduates 52-week internship offers every
compared to 5,211 fall ~ quarter three . percent nationally in last and our training staff, because student . ~xperience in large,,
1978, Purcell indicated, and 2,1'85 · summer's qualifying registry each year since 1912, when automated labs and in rural
persons enrolled in off-campus exam, according _to test- results Central's graduates first started hospitals, where manual lab
courses around the state, com- · received this week.
taking the registry exam, they techniques are the only option.
Seven of the nine 1979 gradu. pared to last fall's 1,901 figure.
Dr. Bernard Martin, dean of have scored . well above the
ates are currently working as
Also included in the total Central's school of natural sciences national average," Martin said.
Dr. Robert Pacha, Director of medical technologists in the
headcount figure are "campus- ·and mathematics, reported that
based" students, including hun- · Central' s nine medical technology the Central medical technology Yakima area. Tina Matsumura,
dreds of persons spending fall graduates achieved an average program, explained that Central Gayle Mullenix and Carolyn
quarter student teaching · or 'score of 167 on the 200-point students complete three years of Wickerath are employed at· St.
participating in field experience, nationally standardized test.
coursework on the Ellensburg Elizabeth's Hospital.
"Of 653 schools represented in , campus before undertaking a year
Pat Judy and Wanda Scott .are
internship or other special prothe August testing, only 20 scored of internship with licensed medical at Yakima Valley MemoPial Hosgrams, he said.
technologists and physicians in the ·pital. Robin Gamache is working
at Yakima Medical Laboratory,
Yakima area.
Staff at Yakima's St. Elizabeth's and Brian Harrington at Yakima
and Yakima Valley Memorial Medical Center Laboratory.
Ray Hutson is currently a
Hospitals and the Medical Center
Laboratory provide lectures, lab- medical technologist at Kadlec
oratory experience and frequent Hospital in Richland. Keith
examinations during the crucial Mikelson is working at Deaconess
Hospital in Spokane while working
fourth year.
Dr. Frederick Geisert, medical on a master _of science degree in
director of the Central program laboratory administration at Easand chief pathologist at both St. tern Washington University in
Elizabeth's and Yakima Valley Cheney.

BSU goes statewide
by Liz Lane
A three year effort to unite the
black students of Washington
finally culminated here at Central.
According to Lena Williams,
Central's Black Student Union
(BSU) secretary, a statewide BSU
has been formed to unitt all people
with African ancestry. Plans are
now underway to make this
organization · a beneficial and
viable one.

CATS S'.fIR IT UP-Central battles it out
with Southern Oregon State College in last week's
game.
The Vt ~"'.'--d s are 1-6-1 for the season and
\

will play their final game Saturday against Oregon
College of Education in Monmouth, Oregon.

Approximat~ly 63 students representing 10 Washington state
colleges attended a Pan African
Student Association conference
Nov. 2-4. Workshopr ·~ ·ere held
at Black Hall the llurat10n of the

time.
"The students began Friday
evening by registering for the
vario\ls workshops. They then
broke into small groups to discuss
the legality of becoming the Pan
African Association in this state,"
Williams said. .
"We also established basic
guidelines for the organization and
nominated people to run for office
that night," she said.
_
The next <lay had a full
schedule from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
, with only a 1uuc.11 and dinner
break. The students began to lay
the g-roundwork for the foundation
of the '-'• 0 .... .......~ atio n.
Continued- ·on Page ~
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NASA engineer has

~ Noventher ·~ An eye to the future
~
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~
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Thurs<lay,November8
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~

Master's Thesia art show, today & tomorrow.

~

Billiards performance by Jack \l(hite, SUB pit 12 noon & 3 p.m. ·

~
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1-5 p.m.
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~

Washington Student Legislature:rneeting at 2p.rn. in Political

~

Science Dept. office·

~

John Spellman talks with ASC, 3 p.m., ASC office, SUB.
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Friday, November 9
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Saturday, November} 0
String 9oncert-guest artist Doris Preucil and Central's

m1·

rn Symphony Orchestra-Hertz Auditorium, 8 p.rn.
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Sunday, November 11
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Monday, November 12

~ :::::n~:;:g~it,

~

12 noon.

~

Food Committee meeting in Holmes Dining Hall Office 4 p .m.

~

Kappa Delta Pi H6nor Society in ·Education, 7 p.m., Black Hall.

~

~

The Central Trio performs at 8 p.m., Hertz Auditorium.

~

~

BOD meeting at noon in the ASC Office

~

~

~
8

~

e

Red Cross

The ultimate in easy picture taking.

~

Wednesday, Novemberl 4
Phi Beta Lamda (business club) meeting, 4 p.m., SUB 204.

~

Papa Johns Coffee House. 8 p.m. in the SUB Pit.

~

Tobacco Road. classic American play, opens at 8 p.m. in!
McConnell Auditorium.
.
~
Renowned Manhattan Tnmofer live at the Opera House B

Tuesday, Nov. 27 at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the Bon~
Marche and the usual greater-Seattle suburban outlets.
lli
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A.S.S.E Meeting, 6:30 p.m., Hogue Rm. 21L
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Tuesday, November 13
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"The closest thing to a glimpse
"Science is not threatening, but
of the future for most of us is a a normal and natural part of
look at the National Aeronautic everyone's life. We see its effects
and Space Administration's ex- in natural phenomena every day,"
ploration programs to the moon he said.
and beyond.·
Teachers should understand
It should come as no surprise, basic scientific concepts like a4'
then, to learn that Central pressure and gravity, so their
aerospace · studies Chairman students won't grow up with an
Richard Wood is interested in the uneasiness about the world they
live in, Wood said.
future.
"On loan" to Central from
"As a rese'archer, l am inNASA since 1978, Wood is an terested in determining when a
engineer who usually works as a child develops the awareness of
systems analyst planning space the world about him-when he/she
projects for the next century at starts to ask the questions "Why is
NASA's Ames Research Center at the sky blue? Why do things fall
down? Why do balloons fly away?"
.Moffet Field, California.
He is also a member of the · he noted.
"As a futurist, I am especially
World Future Society, an international organization open to anyone interested in learning about
who has an awareness of, and children's concepts of time and the
interest in, the study of the future. future," Wood explained.
"I am curious about why so few
"There has not been a lot of
children grow up to be adults with research done about when young
fertile imaginations," wood said.
children begin to think about the
I believe that that
In most people, it all seems to future.
disappear and they retain no real awareness comes about when they
conception of interest in what the are old enough to be asked by
adults, what they want for
world will be like tomorrow.
"Our business is
What stifles children's natural Christmas, where they want to go
creativity? wood thinks that it tomorrow, what they want to be
going places"
might be a fear of the future or when they grow up," Wood said.
"It has been my experience that
even an uneasiness of the natural
world around them which children children get their idea about the
pick up from their parents and future from their own family. For
example, although kids watch
teachers.
"For example, I have been reruns of Star Trek on television,
434 North Sprague appalled at the lack of under- they .don't think of the future ill
standing and real fear many Star Trek terms-they think of
Ellensburg
elementary teachers have of themselves as adults in an
Phone 925-6961
environment like their own home,"
science," Wood explaint d.
he concluded. ·
Wood addressed a regional
meeting of the World ·F ·u ture
Society in Minneapolis two weeks
420N.Pine
ago on an experimental class he
presented on campus last summer
·'~PHOTO
along with ' Dr. Orval Putoff,
Central professor of psychology.
925-4606
The summer class, billed as a
"non-threatening" science course
for elementary teachers, starred a
Time's Oying by and the holidays will soon be here.
group of children five to twelve
How about a Kodak camera as a gift this year·
years old, who performed class. room experiments devised by class
Check out the new improved instant camera and the new
members.
exciting 110 cameras. · These cameras are hard to beat.
"One of the most surprising
things we discovered last summer
NEW!! This winter, 35 mm photography will be as easy
was that many adults in the class
as pushing a button.
didn't understand the physical
laws at work in some of our
*Automatic Exposures
experiments," Wood said.
*Automatic Focus
*Automatic Flash

Beta Sigma meets for Bible Study, 7:30 p.rn. at Torn Willis'
home. Call 925-2211 for information or directions.
w

~

.

"Parents and. teachers need to
be concerned with the future,
because that's where their kids are
going to live," futurist Richard
Wood contends.
"We need to find ways . to help
kids be more innovative and ·b etter
prepared adults. It is not clear to
me that with our present system
of education we will produce
adults who are able to solve the
problems of the future," he said.

1:1

1:1011

' ..r:· .

J$1.39

i-L
Off~r.. e~pire.~ . 11 ·30·79
L•m<tt

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY OROIR

+

is counting
on you.

Webster's
Happy Hour M-F 5-6:30

All Well Drinks-$1.75 .
Doubles $1.00
Tequila Tuesday
· Rum Thursday
Conting Soon 319 N. Pearl

Live ·B ands
925-2323
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An herbivore's hintS for health
by Carol Brulotte

"The cleaner your body is inside,
the healthier you will be, both
physically and mentally," says
Gordon Derek, a firm believer in
-the power of herbs. ·
Derek, who has been 'studying
herbs for the past seven years,
states they will cure anything
from colds to cancer. He is in the
process of writing a book, Wild
· Edible Herbs in the Rocky
Mountains.

He believes that stress will
eventually be the number one
killer in this country because of
man's mind and his attitude about
life. "We must learn how to relax
and anthing natural will help,
.including. herbs."
"When your body doesn't have
to work as hard digesting
traditional foods, you will be
healthier and live longer." Derek
believes meat and most· storebought dairy products are unhealthy because of the unnatural
properties contained in them. He

rarely eats these foods for this
reason.
Although Derek states there is
· no achieving total purificationeverything is contaminated either
in the earth or in the air-he
believes the more natural foods
eaten and used for medicinal'
purposes, the better.
Brewer's yeast obtained from
beer, is an almost perfect food
according to Derek. It contains
vitamin B and more natural
protein than an egg. It also has 10
of the 20 essential amino acids the
body requires.
Seeds and nuts, in particular
almonds and brazils, are also
complete foods.
Containing
vitamins, minerals and proteins,
seeds and nuts are good for the
brain and nervous system. An
added advantage is that they will
last for years because of their dry
form.
Millet is a grain that has a richer
store of proteins, vitamins and
minerals ,than any other cereal.
Researchers at Yale University

BOD funds dance
At their Oct. 31 meeting, the from 9-12 p.m.
Board of Directors (BOD) passed a
In other business, John Drinkproposal to co-sponsor a Thanks- water, Director of . Student Actigiving dance with MECHA.
, vities, reported that Homecoming
Under the terms of the went very well financially because
proposal, the BOD will provide of the events. He indicated that
money for the band, security, and attendance was the largest for any
personnel. The total output will be Homecoming in the last ten years.
$435. MECHA will provide the last ten years.
clean-up crew, tickets, publicity,
The meeting adjourned after a
decorations and refreshments.
proposal was passed to change the
They will also pay an additional time of future BOD meetings. The
$50 for the band. Both or- executive organizational commitganizations will split the profits. tee will meet from 12-12:15.
The dance will be held Friday, Following the executiv~ meeting,
Nov. 16, in the SUB Ballroom, the entire BOD will meet.

have found it is the only cereal
· grain to support animal life and its
. development when it is used as an
" exclusive diet.
Soy beans, an excellent source
of physical energy, have a protein
content 11 times greater than milk
' and three times greater than eggs.
It is another grain that has a high
vita:min, mineral and natural iron
.content.
According to Derek, you can
derive more energy · from fresh
vegetables, fruits and nuts than
you can fyom meat. "Meat slows
the body down and impairs
h~alth," according to Derek.
Herbs are also important in
healing and halting the spread of
disease.
"All of the natural herb teas are
good blood cleansers and tranquilizers," said Derek. "Those
/
from the mint family, such as
spearmint and peppermint, will
help cure rheumatism, arthritis
and indigestion. Mullein tea will
clear up asthma and hay fever. All
Gordon Derek
natural teas contain ~many kinds of
Derek uses edible and medicinal
vitamins and minerals which are for this purpose."
Derek stat·e d that most of herbs because he believes in them.
not present in pure form in
today's drugs come from herbs, However, he realizes that most
commercial teas."
Alfalfa sprouts, from the alfalfa · "so these are not sudden dis- people do not share his views.
seed, is another herb with medicial coveries." People of ancient times "We have been brainwashed by
qualities. In contains chlorphyll, a knew the secrets of herbs and television and advertising," he
says, "into believing what is good
natural healer of the body. Based made use of them.
"Don't
expect 'overnight' for us. We shouldn't take what we
on his own experience, Derek said
it will heal any type of burn. It will cures," he said. '~It is a slow see and hear as the gospel truth
also help cure such things as high process of changing the way most because some 'authority' says it
is."
blood pressure, anemia, gum people think and live."
He stressed it is up to the
Derek stated this was a very
diseases, stomach and intestinal
"disorders. Chlorphyll is also a incomplete list. "There are many individual to learn more about his
more herbs to help you stay own , body and what the woi:ld of
natural breath cleanser.
Garlic, a spice cleanser used in healthy both physically and unnatural foods has done in the
ancient times, must be pure to be mentally." He indicated the best name of convenience and low
effective.
"It can help," said source of learning was from books price. "We aren't as ignorant as
some lead us to believe," says
Derek, "in treating colds, ear- and health food stores.
aches, and bronchitis. It's a great
"If it is possible, the best way to Derek. "Consequently, we don't
painkiller for toothaches, but, for obtain herbs is to grow your own have to take everything at face
value anymore."
obvious reasons, it isn't used much or find organic farms."

-r ,~

ASC PRODUCTIONS Presents:

RALPH NADER
Lecturing on
Nuclear Awareness

Thursday
Nove1nher 15
8p.1n.
Nicholson Pavilion
Tickets:

$3 advance
$3.50 at gate

~vailable

at SUB info booth
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Coinmentary
Garrity shows spirit
by Steve Wesman
progress to be made, but then,
President Garrity is only in his
second year.
Now, to be sure, I don't know to
what extent President Garrity
was personally involved in the
Homecoming events of this year,
but I'm certain that the general
spirit of the entire affair would be
traced, iLlt could, to·the changing
attitudes at this school because of
President Garrity. He is setting
an example for the school to
follow. He cares, and we should,
too.

In obs~rving this year's Homecoming events, a strong suspicion
of mine seemed .to be confirmed.
At least it has become stronger.
My suspicion is that President
Garrity is good for Central, and
there are a number of reasons why
I feel this way.
First, President Garrity is
accessible. He can be seen walking
across campus, through the SUB,
in the dining halls, at functions and
sporting events. He does not
hesitate to talk to students on
these occasions either.
Second, and closely related to
the first, President Garrity is
involved. ·To me, this is a sign that
he is interested in this school and
it's students.
After all, a
university president should be.
Third, if the students of this
institution see their president
playing an active role in the
operation of the school and doing
extra things not necessarily
required of him, this attitude is
likely to catch on across the
campus. This is when we really
progress in all areas of the
academic community and begin to
take on the aura of a university.
But the area I am specifically
addressing now is one of unity and
"school spirit." There is still much

f

Letters to ·the editor

Gaine's rooin chaperone?
Dear Editor

Shallow
• • •
cr1t1c1sni

The game~ room is one ·of the
various niceties available to those
enrolled at Central Washington
University. In addition to the
television set, pinball machines
and ping pong tables, the games ·
Dear Editor:
room has 11 fine quality nine-foot
Of the four Homecoming celeThis letter is in response to long Brunswick pool tables.
brations that I've seen here, this Dave Coles' article on page four of
If that sounds impressive, it is.
year's was by far the most the Nov. l, 1979 issue of CAMPUS Most of the pool tables in
e1aborate. People were involved, CRIER entitled, "Christians Save Ellensburg are located in taverns,
took part in the events, and from Thyself'.
are in shoddy condition and are
all appearance, had a good time of
Dave, you sound like a pragma- about a foot shorter than the
it. It wasn't just another ho-hum tic person, one who I would enjoy Brunswicks in the games room.
affair with mediocre interest being getting to know. It's funny
To get to the point of all this, the
shown.
though, how most non-Christians games room tables are being
It seems that we are returning seem to know how a Christian is sorely abused; but not by Central
to traditions of yore where the suppose to act and think. One students. It seems that some, I
student body in general takes an thing you must admit, this perspn, don't know how many, , young
active interest in events occuring Jesus Christ, has certainly had an people have been and are
around them.
impact on people's lives all over damaging the tables, balls, and cue
sticks. I know this because I
Thanks to President _ Garrity the world.
I am a Christian, which gives me myself have withessed the wanton
(and I'm sure to those around him),
the momentum for this change in the advantage of looking at life destruction of these tables.
What to do? Ban all non-Central
attitude is building up.
Let's from . both a Christian and a
non-Cliristian point of view. Only youngsters from the games room
continue the motion.
I
Christian~ can do this since we . because of a few baddies?
have been in both positions; all believe this would have been done
Christians were non-Christians long ago if the money these kids
first.
spend in the games room wasn't so
I have found that my life has badly needed.
definitely been enhanced since
Actually the problem lies with
accepting God's plan for ·my life, ,
by Ted Anderson
even though I don't have a smile
Jesse W. Bishop didn't have ·tq . victim of brain-death, become only plastered on my face all of the
ask for whom the bell tolled last a painful reminder of a life, once · time. I have also found that God's
ways are always logical and
week, for he had decided himself meaningful, 'now meaningless.
It costs taxpayers over $15,000 consistent with His love for
that it should toll for him. And
that peal of justice was heard annually to keep these vile people mankind, much more so than being
around our country and answered alive. This money could be better "mysterious". His ways are
by :most with a resounding hurrab. spent preserving the life of becoming less mysterious to me as Dear Editor:
A murderer ·had been executed someone-who is sick and a bit more I get to know Him better.
Most people's mistake in evaluIn his article, "Christians save
in the United States for the second deserving. Let them die.
And of the card-carrying "hum- ating Christianity is to inake thyself," Dave Coles dug up an old
time in 12 years. The cry for
justice had been heard, muffled anitarians" who spend their judgements on a small number of bone that has been gnawed many
only by the fact that this man energies shouting the slogans of imperfect . humans instead of · .times before. Specifically, this is
the accusation that the history of
preferred to die. ·
' mercy, compassion and the right looking at our example, Christ.
Now it's time that men who to life, we might ask, "When were Not all people that are religious Christianity has been an unending
have taken lives of others, but all these blessings shown to their are Christians. Not all people who succession of bloodbaths, torturprefer to live themselves, d~e. The victims?" Their energies could be say they are Christians, or who ings, and other unspeakable
will of the people (over 70 percent better spent comforting the belong to a church, or who call crimes against humanity, ctll
in Washington voted for capital families and friends of the victims themselves Protestants or Catho- perpetrated ostensibly in the
name of Christ.
·
whose lives were shatte~ed by the lies are true Christians.
punishment) should be heeded.
I must agree with you Dave, it is
In cases of brain-death, when ungodly act committed by the ones
It cannot be argued that these
totally contradictory that a Christhe minds and bodies of victims of they choose to defend.
And to those who would raise tian would hack someone's head atrocities did not and are not
accidents cease to function and the
continuation of life becomes a the. apparent fact that capital off. (By the way, the conflict in taking place, but who are those
matter of definition, it can be punishment does not
deter Ireland is not a religious one, it is a responsible? Have they indeed
accepted that these people . be . murder we could say, "Who political one.) Whether Jim Jones been. people who have confronted
allowed to die. And so it should be cares?" It at least eases society's called himself a Christian or not and accepted for themselves the
doesn't alter the fact that he matchless love . and unbounded
with a person who commits · lust for. the .ultimate justice.
cold-blooded murder. Their life,
Florida and Nevada have begun wasn't one. A Christian is one who mercy of a saviour whose life
has a personal relationship with epitomized compassion and sacriworth, ar.d benefit to society and this trek toward justice, let's hope
fice-or have they been individuals
themselves is over the moment Washington can follow suit. And Jesus Christ.
Christians aren't perfect, just who merely paid obeisance to the
they hit death-row_. They, like the hang 'em high.
forgiven, as the bumper sticker cross and the church as political
says. We all make mistakes, I symbols to be manipulated in · the
certainly make my share. But a causes of nationalism, racism, or
true Christian, like Sr. Teresa, is imperialism? I doubt that an IRA
t-:tlitor:
one who tries to follow Christ's bomber or a Phalangist shelling a
. \\ "ritns:
ln•<·h)· pri1•11r
example and when he or she refugee camp in Lebanon would
ft•</ i1t1t/1•r1<<1f1
'''"' Eclitur:
mik1• l1iri1:ha~11
,.,.;,. t,!1t il.'iflll
makes a mistake tries to make it know very much about total
.dun• 1·0/l's
Edilorial Ecli111r:
right and then goes back to allegiance to Jesus Christ. This is
not to imply that followers of
11101111• <'11rlo11 .
Photo Staff:
following the source again.
Christ
have been blameless down
st1•r1• a. j11111·.~
.\rts and Entl'rlainnwnt Editor:
1•1/ dart/is
Jim McConnell
through history. They are far
jrulr l.-nutsm1
ml lrn11111to11
111ik1• fr1•tlrkks1•11
P .S. Many non-Christians are from being perfect people and are
/i: fo111•
\~,i,lant \rts ancl
11t1•rt• 110#1/1•
not open-minded enough to be the first to admit it, for that is the
jolrn luf>"
En.,.rtai 111111·11t Eclitor:
/;,.l/y 11•1•Ntm ill Pr
willing to spend a few hours to first step toward accepting the
tim mit1·h1•1/
ju11 ridwr<fs
Prodm·tion Stuff:
rhri.~ 1111111</uhl
investigate true Christianity and salvation offered in Christ..
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us college kids. If more Central
students used the games room, the
local kids would probably find
other places to play. ,
I realize that there is a serious
shortage of activities for young ·
Ellensburgers, however thE:
Central Washington University
games room should not be offered
as a solution. That room is offered
as a service to tuition-paying
students and its use should be
limited to University students, or
to properly supervised children of
students.
As stated earlier, more Central
student patronag~ of the games
room is needed to curtail this
current vandalism. Perhaps this.
can be achieved if more games
room pool, pinball and ping pong
tournaments are promoted.
Actually, no tournaments of this
kind are prorp.oted. · ·
I don't mean to sound like the
games room public relations man.
Frankly I find the new prices of
their pinball machines to be
deplorably high, but that's another
story.
Please, patronize your
games room and don't allow this
delinquency to continue.
Les Fitzpatrick
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answers and circular reasoning
offered to him by some Christians
is just. However, this is not to say
that there are no good answers
available. Christianity is not a
blind faith. The growing body of
historical eyidence for the validity
of Biblical texts and events is
available to any serious searcher.
I mention that I was a Medallion
scholar and President'.s scholar
last spring quarter only to
emphasize that I highly value
intellectual integrity.
As a
Christian, I have not been
disappointed.
I also cannot recall a single
Christian fellowsh~p club on this
campus whose membership is
based on social status. Certainly
this can be found in some churches
or groups, but often the situation
is similar to this campus, where
the members are drawn from a
population which is overwhelmingly of on~ socio-economic background. The group only reflects
the larger population from which it
is drawn, a characteristic of most
groups, clubs, and organizations
on this campus.
Coles should be commended for
his admiration for Sister Teresa.
Her service is born out of a
devotion and obedience to Jesus
Christ, just as is the service of a
Christian bus driver, mechanic,
housewife, or teivher. They can
be found all over Ellensburg.
I challenge Dave Coles to
engage in a more serious investigation of Christian claims and not
merely use the imperfections of
some as an excuse to sneer and
turn away: As for his suggestion
that Christians should save themselves, all I can say is I tried ...
and I couldn't. That was the first
step.
Dallas Van Horn
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Arts and Entertaininent
·students role their own
The Central drama depart- Georgia tobacco farmer Jeeter
ment's production of Tobacco Road Lester (Mike Oertli) and his
will grace the boards of McConnell struggle to keep his farm during
Auditorium's stage Wednesday, the economic depression of the
Nov. 14 through Saturday, Nov. 1930's. This is despite adversity
from his family (Linda Northrup,
17.
Jack Kirkland's adaptation of Chuck Abernathy, Kim Bauman,
the Erskine Cauldwell novel is Leslie Nichols, and Peggy
being directed by .Dr. Milo S. Freudenstein), his neighbors
Smith and the set designed by 1
professor Katherine Hartzell, new
to the drama department this
A string festival, "just right for
year.
kids," and a guest violinist from
r:~ -·~ show deals with the life of Iowa are the prime ingredients for
Saturday night's Central Series
performance in Hertz Hall.
According .to series coordinator
J eff Cox, the one-hour program
featuring Doris Preucil (director of
the Preucil School of Music in
Iowa City), will be a good
opportunity for parents to -introduce their children to string
sounds and music.

~---------------------------~
I
I
I .
I

and all that jazz~

(Jaimee Miller, John Feigen, and
Chris Comte) and the men who I
own his land (Kevin McKay and
I .
I
Bob Bates).
town, most often at the Outby
Rick
Capeloto
Performances of this American
rageous Taco.
theatre classic will begin at 8 p.m.
Thursday night I was witness to
stray
from
This
week
I'd
like
to
in McConnell Auditorium. Ada fine performance by a local who
mission is $3 for adults and $1.50 the norm a bit and not discuss simply plays (guitar) and sings
established, contracted or nationfor stud~nts.
Our own very well. His name is T. ·J ay ·
.ally acclaimed acts.
Ellensburg local talent will be the (Timothy Jay Hunter), and his
topic today. First, let me scan repertoire is a smattering of just
certo in A Minor for violins and the through some acts, then I'd like to about any style of American music
Central Symphony Orchestra pre- ' focus in on someone special.
imaginable. ,
senting Handel's Suite from ·Water
His originals, such as Martian
The Bruce Babad Jazz Band is
Music. The Central Trio, which hot and Opus (at the TAV) cooks. · Bubbles and Crazy Blues are witty
includes Central professors Maria The Sunrise Band under the and well-constructed. T. Jay just
Derungs, cello, Bonalyn Bricker- direction of Ted Ullman is into leans back, closes his eyes, and
Smith, piano; and Cox, violin; will some heavy solar music. Cock 'n' puts out some good emotion and
also play a Mozart trio at the 8 Bull does some amusing originals ;ong.
He is certainly worth
p.m. concert.
:!becking out.
and are excellent live.
Preucil's guest performan~e is
Duets: Bob Baylus (fiddle) and Thursday night, 7-10 p.m. at OT,
part of a Suzuki violin pedagogy Billy McGuire (guitar) are couple and will be playing bass, trumpet,
workshop she will lead this of loud and proud Bluegrass and some percussion with a local
weekend on campus. Private and stompers. Riley and Mary will band called Good Times.
public school music teachers from sing the mellowest of standards.
His advice to aspiring young and
Washington and Oregon will Greg and Chip have been getting old musicians is to get around and
participate in the seminar.
down on some originals and will listen to and play all the music you
can. Use · what you learn from
perform again soon.
Solos: Tom Schmuck is the man these experiences to add color and
with the gentle sounds, wh~ ~k instinct to your own playing.
T. Jay ·emphasizes the imgallery moved to the basement of a Chasteen gets crazy with some rag
former church. Lack of space and blues. Lee Hirschberg has a portance of playing and/or jamforced them to move again a year special way with ballads, and Joan ming whenever you c~.n, and
and a half later.
Ullom has some truly fine states that "you should use
everything as a vehicle to express
The gallery's final and present emotionally charged originals~
location has 13 rooms and has been · These people can be seen · yourself."
More on other things next week.
in operation foi: seven years.
performing at various mies around

'•••

Strings and th·i ngs

Scheduled are Preucil and Cox
performing Vivaldi's Double Con-

a

Coastal artists featured

For the art collectors, the times up to two years in advance.
Currently, the gallery is busy
culturists, or the art lover,
Ellensburg does have an art preparing for the 11th Christmas
gallery. The Ellensburg Com- Show and Sale running Nov. 9
munity Art Gallery Inc., located at through Dec. 29. . Other special
408 112 N. Pearl, presents monthly annual events include the Kittitas
art exhibits of works from three to Open Show in August and the
four artists from 'around the West School Show featuring anything
from pre-school to high school art
Coast.
in April.
The style of the art on exhibition
Many forms of art fill the rooms
is best described as contemporary, and walls ·. of the gallery' such as
by Jan Richards
according to gallery worker, pottery, glass ware, jewelry,
Edwin Armstrong. Operating as a batik, oil paintings and other
More than 3,000 films, . slides,
non-profit organization, the Com- crafts. Besides exhibiting the art,
munity Art Gallery draws funds ·c lasses are organized for in- .cassettes, records, tapes, transfrom the commissions on sales of · . terested persons. A glass staining parencies and filmstrips are
exhibited art and membership class is offered ·in January with available to students and faculty in
contributions. The members join painting and weaving also avail- the media library in Bouillion Hall.
· Students can check out films for
together to support the gallery able.
and have kept it running as it has
The Community ·Art Gallery use in class presentation or view
·for 11 .years.
was created by a few locals who them in the AV library. Other
materials can be cheeked out for a
Approva~ of commissioned art is realized Ellensburg should have
the responsibility of gallery its own gallery. · As a result of short period of time.
Of the 3,000 films, most of which
director, Eveleth Gree. Through work and determination, the first
direct contact with artists, she exhibition opened in August of were purchased for classes,
views their work for approval and 1968 at the original location, 306 N. approximately 300 of them · are
·sets exhibition schedules, some- Pine. A year and a half later, the award winning films from different festivals and countries. The
films, which can be rented by
groups, cover a wide variety of
interests. Although the library
doesn't carry feature films, it does
have some Oscar winning · documentary-type films, animated
Contralto Lynn Dupin and· Gries. One of the tunes is a films, silent films and TV
. , Pianist Peter Gries will join their Christman lullaby; both were
music faculty colleagues as featur- written shortly before the end of
ed performers at the Central the 19th century.
Trio's first concert this year, Nov~
The Central .Trio will play the
13.
)
last of Moxart's seven piano trios,
The Central Trio includes Trio in G Major, written in 1788.
Bonalyn Bricker-Smith, ,piano;
They will also perform
Maria DeRungs, cello; and Jeff Arenssky's Trio in D Minor,
Cox, violin. The one year-old characterized by Cox as dramatic,
enseni ble will be on stage in Hertz with a big, orchestral sound. The
Hall Tuesday at 8 p.m. as part of four-movement trio, written in the
the Central Series on Concerts.
1890's, is "very Russian, displayDupin will sing two German ing Tchaikovsky's influence," he
songs by Brahms, accompanied by said.

Festival flicks available

Musical ·threeso.m e
to perform

documentaries.
In addition, the media library
offers children's films of .folklore,
fairy tales and myths. Th.e se are
often used by the public library
and early childhood ·education at
Central.
Other filmographies include
those in the areas of business
education, management, organizational development, eareers, problems of the handicapped, films on
death· and dying, and a new
collection dealing with interper·sonal .relationships.
·
The media library also has
catalogs through which commercial films can be rented. This
service is.available for groups such
as clubs or dorms who want to
show a movie.
Ann McLean, audiovisual librarian, says the year-old facility
is being .used more and more.

Tonight:

(,!l&w>

$1.75
Open at 11 am Everyday

Parartt:out\f .Plctures Pt~!t~nt~
A

tou Adler Pr-odudftm

' ·..

:-:•_-:-:-: :- ·.·.·.·.·.·.:: .. ·.·.·.·.· . .

.,., .,. Show times:

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Nov. 8th .- 14th
• Chili Burger with
cheese & Onions
• Order of Fries
• Your choice of Small Drink

·"Just this year, we've had a
surge of usage. They know we're
here but we'd like to see it get
more usage. There is a wealth of
material here for them. They can
come in on a lunch hour and listen
to a tape, look at slides or . watch
films."
The media library, which houses
the largest selection of AV
reference materials in the state,
has 9 preview rooms, 38 carrels
and a reference section where
students can get information on
actors, producers and reviews by
critics.
The librarians give orientation
and tours, and show students how
to run the machines.
"We're here to serve the
students," ·McLean asserts. · "If
they have projects or papers to do,
they should let us help. We're the
people they should be using."

3, 7 & 9:30

Next Week:

Enjoy Ralph Nader
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Sports
Gridders defeated, drop to cellar
by Monte Carton

Overwhelmed by a powerful
passing combination, the Central
Wildcats went down to a 35-20
defeat · at the hands. of the
Southern Oregon State College
Red Raiders last Saturday afternoon at Tomlinson Field.
·
The contest was Central's final
home game of the season and
dropped their season record to
1-6-1 while their conference mark
fell to 1-3. The stanza marked the
last home game for 11 Central
seniors.
The passing du~ of quarterback
Curt Cluster and split end Will
Taucher combined for three
Southern Oregon touchdowns and
20 of their team's 35 points.
The Cluster-to-Taucher aerial
combination virtually sealed the
Wildcats fate in the first half.
Cluster hooked up with Taucper
on a 9-yard touchdown pass in the
first period before adding a pair of
25-yard TD strikes in the second

~

quarter to give the Raiders a
comfortable 28-7 halftime advantage.
Giving .Cluster plenty of thµe to
throw, the senior connected on 12
of 20 passes for 164 yards and
three touchdowns in the first half.
Clu~ter finished the afternoon
completing 14 of 24. for 200 yards
and four touchdowns.
· Taucher finished with 6 receptions for 112 yards and · three
touchdowns, all coming in the
decisive first half.
"Taucher has been a quality
receiver for four years," Coaeh
·Tom Parry mentioned.
After Southern Oregon took a
7-0 lead early in the first quarter,
sophomore C.D. Hoiness returned
the kickoff 68 Jrards to the. Raider
16-yard line to set up Central's
·
first score.
Two plays later, the Wildcats
knotted the stanza at 7-7 when
quarterback Gregg Wilbanks tossed an 18 yard TD pass to
sophomore split end Rod Handley.

LOOKING FOR DAY·
LIGHT-C.D. Hoiness [24)

attempts to get around this
Southern Oregon defend'e r.
Hoiness has a number of big
plays in the co..test including
an excellent kick-off return.

_J ·

However, the rest of the
afternoon . went downhill for
Central as the Raiders reeled off
the game's next 28 points on a 1
yard run by Andy Nacrelli and
three Curt Cluster touchdown
· passes.
Asked if he .thought there was a
let-down
after last week's emoLive Music, 7 p.m •.
restaurant
Excellent sandwiches,
tional homecoming victory, Parry
pizzas & Mexican food. replied, "To a degree that's true.
We can't get up every week. I
.&... . .- - Thursday - T.J. guitar and vocals
. .~
don't think we were down. We
,,. _;-- ·-....
.,
Friday-Bruce Babad quintet
just weren't up as much as we
't
should have been."
Saturday-Melody Acres String B&J!d
Gregg Wilbanks ended the
scoring drought for Central in the
third period when he passed 39
yards to sophomore Don Wills who
made a diving catch in the ena

zone to cut the margin to 35-13.
The Wildcat's final score came
early in the fourth quarter on a 31
yard touchdown pass from junior
quarterback Rick Reid to Chris
Olsen.
The Raider defense played' a big
part in the win, holding the
Wildcats folir times in fourth down
situations. Southern Oregon also
held the Central ground attack to
only 117 yards.
The Wildcats experienced more
success in the air against Southern
Oregon than they have against any
opponent this season. Freshmen
quarterback Gregg Wilbanks completed 10 of 20 passes for 142
-yards and two touchdowns.
The Wildcats will close out

Evergreen Conference play this
Saturday when they trek south to
take on Oregon College of
Education.
OCE is currently undefeated in .
league play and have already
clinched the . Evergreen Conference Crown. ,Parry admits the
Wildcats will definitely have their
hands full when Saturday rolls
around.
"They're averaging around 450
yards a game on offense. They've
got a quarterback who can throw
and run very well. Defensively,
they're bigger and stron~er than
ever."
The afternoon contest in Monmouth is scheduled to begin at 1
p.m.

Runners head for Florida
by Mike Bingham

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.·9:00p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 8:00a~m.· 10:30p.m.

For Carmen Aguirre and Laura
Myers, it's a trip to Tallahassee,
Florida, as both qualified for the
AIA W cross ~ountry nationals.

THERE'S NOTHING
YOU CAN'T WEAR
WITH FRYE BOOTS.
Frye boots are just.as comfortable with high fashion
as they are with a pair of jeans. And it shows. That's
because all Frye boots have been carefully benchcrafted of the finest leathers. It's the way we've been
making boots for more than 100 years. Even though
our styles may change over the years, our quality
and craftsmanship.remain the same.
The best
·

FRYE:
Mundy's
Shoe Store

BENCHCRAFTED. SINCE 1163.

Downtown Ellensburg

Aguirre (19:22.5) finished in
fifth place while Myers (19:43) ran
ninth in last Saturdays regional
competition.
Aguirre still was bothered by a
leg injury but ran an exceptional .
race according · to Coach Jan
Boyungs; "She ran very stong.
She could have been a little more
relaxed and I think she realized
this," she said.
As for Myers, Boyungs said, "It
was her best race as far as I'm
concerned. She ran the course
with authority, ·especially the
hills." ·
Central finish-ed fourth as a
team, behind Seattle Pacific 40,
Idaho 62, and Eastern Washington
70. In fifth place was Boise State
with 97. Portland and Eastern .
Montana recorded no score.
' The nationals will be held on
Nov. 17.. Aguirre and Myers w_ill
have until then to prepare for the
final meet of the season.
Coach Boyungs said they will
try to maintain their training
- schedule of alternating long
distance work with quickness
drills.
She also mentioned that mental
preparation is almost as important
as the physical. aspe~ts.
"In a national meet the pressure
is really on,'' explained Boyungs.
"last year in Denver, the girls
were dropping like fly$. They
started too quick or they got their
adrenalin flowing wrong or got
caught in the pack and out of
position. That caused a lot of girls
to drop out."
For Aguirre, this will be her
second trip to the nationals. She
finished 62nd last year in Denver.
Myers will . be making her first

trip.
Preparation continues for tht:
men's cross country team as the
Nov. 10 District meet approaches.
"We're going there with the idea
of winning things," said Coach
Spike Arlt, "We definitely have a
shot at it."
Arlt will be looking for
leadership in Mark Brown and Phi
Phimister who have been Central's
top finishers all season.
"Brown and Phimister are two
to be right at the top," said Arlt:
"Brown has never been running
better.
Along with Phimister
'both should be very tough."
Central will see top talent in
Eastern Washington, Willamette,
Southern Oregon and especially
Simon Fraser.
·
·"We've never faced them yet
this s~ason," explained Arlt, "We
know they're going to be strong,
it's just how strong."
Five have already got the nod to'
make up the Central team.
Joining Brown and Phimister will
be Kent Hernandez, Toby Suhm
and John Freeburg.
"Kent Hernandez could be
surprising," said Arlt. "He can be
explosive as he has shown earlier
this season."
Arlt mentioned .·that the rest of
the team actually Jlas been pretty
·much decided but it's not "gospel''.
"fll pr,obably announce it the day _
before the meet."
· The meet will combine the
teams from Distriet I and II with
the top .two teams and first five
individual finishers continuing on
the nationals.
Scheduled for Nov. 17, the
Nationals will take place in
Wisconsin.
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Phil Phimister- coming on strong

by Greg Kummer
Shortly before Phil Phimister ·
enrolled at Central, he completed a
grueling marathon in which he just
missed qualifying by 30 seconds .
for the Olympic Trials.
•
Although· he fell short of the
qualifying standard, Phimister's
performance was an indication
that he would be a strong addition
-a to the Wildcat .cross country
. program.
Central already had a solid
nucleus of quality returning
-· runners, and Phimister brought
years of valuable experience.· He
joined runners such as cross
country All-American To~y Suhm
• and track All-American Mark
Brown.
After placing a disappointing
third at last year's NAIA District I
• meet, the· Wildcats immediately
established lofty goals for the 1979.
season. Phimister and a few other
runners new to the program could
• help bring those goals to reality.
The results from Central's first
two meets support the Wildcats'
• hopes. They opened the season
with a victory in the Whitman
Invitational, and in -the process
defeated last year's district cham• pion, Eastern Washington University. They followed that by
placing third in the prestigious
Fort Casey Invitational ahead of
• the.University_of Washington. It
was Central's first-ever cross
country victory over the Huskies.
Those two impressive showings
• helped the Wildcats move into the
NAIA's Top 15 ratings. They are
tied for 13th place with Harding
University (Arkansas), each with
• 15 points. Pembroke State (North
Carolina) leads the poll with 96
points.
Phimister, in Central's first two
• meets, was the second Wildcat
runner to cross the finish line. In
both instances, he closely trailed
Mark Brown.
• The junior transfer's results
were encouraging because he was ·
still recuperating from the Sept. 9
marathon in Eugene, Ore. That
ewas his third marathon in the last
two years and his time of 2:22:30
bettered his previous top mark by
about five minutes.
a "It was a top class marathon,"
"People were
Phimister said.
there to qualify for the Olympic

provide Phimister an opportunity
to continue his cross country
running. He competed for a base
team which ran in a league. He
also · participated in county races .
and earned a spot in the National
Country. Race.
After being discharged from the
service, Phimister returned to
Clark CC before transferring to
Central. He is a physical education
major who would like to work in a
health spa following graduation.
For the last five years Pliil has
been very· concerned with nutrition, and he rarely eats red meat.
He calls himself a semi-vegetarian,
with a diet consisting mainly of
chicken, fish, eggs and milk.
"A person can only treat their
body so badly for so long, or it will
turn against them," he said. "I
think in the long run, a good diet
will pay ·off."
For Phimister and the Central
team, a pay off this year would be
a trip to the NAIA National Meet
· Nov. 17 at the University of
.
weekend.
Unlike many runners, Phimister
has no ambition to run in the
Boston Marathon.
"Boston doesn't mean anything," he noted.
"It is W'lY
overplayed, but people get a kick
out of running there."
A 1972 graduate of Camas High
School, Phimister began his
distance running ·career as a
senior.
Prior to that he
concentrated on football and
basketball, and suddenly realized

Trials.
' '~I felt okay after the race," he
added, "because l thought I ran a
good one. I felt worse the day
after the race, and for about three
:lays the pain was there. It takes
.1bout 30 days for the body to
recuperate."
It was only three weeks after
the 26-mile event that Phimister
competed for the Wildcats in cross
country. He s~id he probably
wasn't going all out, but mentally,
it was his best effort that
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Intrainural playoffs ·draw near
Photos by

Mike Fredricksen

1

0

is ~~~ ~e~eF~:i?'~o~h~.:Db!?~!~~::t: ~:
::r: [::;!e:f Soul-the.only undefeated team left
make it to the end zone. Rance is the quarterback _

0ttEACHING

BACK-Scott Cline is shown here
attempting to make one of his faJDOUS behind-the-head catches .

. Intramural football standings
A League
Touch of Soul
Rip City
Aerial Circus
Beck .
Green Machine
More Beer
Seagram 7

Hose Men

W-L
6..()

. 5-1
5-1
3.3
3-3
2-5
1-5 ..
1-5

BLeague
Mourning Missiles
Staff Infection
B.A. Wrestlers
Frogs Rock 'n Roll
The Sixer
Hose Monsters

W-L
5-1
5-1
3-3
3-3
2-4
0-4

CLeague
Cuervo Gold
Rainers
Hound Dogs
Tyesticks
Not So Wild Cats

Gr_e g Wilbanks
Greg Wilbanks, the Wildcats' talented freshman
quarterback, was named Miller Player of the Week
· for the first time this season. Wilbanks had his best
game of the year last Saturday completing 10 of 20
passes for 142 yards and two touchdowns. The
. Wildcats were defeated by Southern Oregon 35-20.
Wilbanks threw T .D passes of 18 yards to Rod
Handley and 39 yards to Don Wills.

W-L
7-0

4.3
3-3
1·3
0-5

DLeague
Phallus Cowboys
The Dangerous Type
The Rooks
Stiff 'n Ready
MGE's
Front Entry
· RedWing
C-M Marauders
No Names
Quigley Clones

W-L

6-0
4-2
4-2
4-2
3-3 ·
3-3
2-4
2-4
2-4
1-5
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Volleyball ~earn heads for regionals
Portland roun~ing out the fiei~ m
fourth.
Central's volleyball team garIt was by no means easy.
nered third place in last weekends Central University · lost their
Intercollegiate qualifying tour- ' opening match to the University of
nament, advancing them to this Portland, then won three straight
weekends Regionals hosted by including top seeded Eastern, who
Eastern Washington.
.
tQok first, followed by· Lewis &
Three other teams will advance. Clark, with the University of
by Kirk Findlay

J

•
•

•

TAKE IT BACK-Cheryl Holden puts up a block as one of her
opponents attempts tospikethe ball. Holden was able to force this
ball over and score a tally for the Wil<lcats.

before losing to Eastern 15-9~
15-10.
"Portland is a greatly improved
team," re-marked Coach Erlice
Killorn. "We expected them to be
tough, but not that tough!" She
also indicated that the team's main
problem was in their poor ·serving
and return of serve. "We will be
working in these areas in
'preparation for this weekend's
tournament."
They followed the opening loss
by downing University of Idaho
16-18, 15-11, 15-9, in a tough played
match. The team then edged
~~~tern 15-~1, 16-14, completing
Friday night's games.
"We hit the ball very well in
those two matches and varied our
attack. Instead of just going with
a set offense, we mixed it up,
which kept their defense honest.''
said l{illorn.
Saturday morning Central
avenged it's earlier loss to
Portland nipping them 8-15, 15-11,
18-16, assuring them a birth in the
Regionals. "we really went after
that game hard since they beat us
in the opener," said Killorn. "we
blocked the ball extremely well in
the match." Killorn noted that the
defense carried the team when the
offense was sagging.
Central was then beaten by
Eastern 15-9, 15-10, breaking their
three game streak. Despite the
loss, Killorn was pleased with the
teams effort.
"Last time we
played them we were whipped
quite soundly."

REACH FOR IT-The Cats were all eyes as this Central player
attempts to reach for the ball.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

The six team tournament at
Eastern this weekend will open
with games Friday night. The
champion-who advance's to the
Nationals in Orlando, Florida-will
be determinded Saturday. Good
luck Wildcats! ·

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

Put yourself where
you're needed
Dear Mom and Dad,
How are you? I'm fine, and the doctor says I'll
feel even better when I get a few days' rest and
a couple of home-cooked meals. ~ut v,rtth the
condition of my wallet, it ~ooks hke I 11 have to
hitchhike home for the holidays.
.
My roommate just made plans to go home with
Greyhound and says Greyhound is a great way
to fight inflation because their fares are
so reasonable.
.
Greyhound even makes it possible for someone
to prepay a ticket 'in one prace so so~eone at
another place can just pick up the ticket and
come home. You can even send along a small cash ,
advance with the ticket. Greyhound will take care
of everything for just a small fee. Boy - is my
roommate lucky. .
,
Well, I have to run to pick up some more of that
expensive medicine. I miss you all very much and
hope to be home next weekend. .
Love and kisses,

'

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
have a tradition of sharing their knowledge
and skills with the people of developing
nations and here at home. They're individuals who combine a special sense _of
adventure with a desire to hdp other
people.
Your college degree OR appropriate
work background may qualify you for the
experience of your life. Our representatives
will be pleased .to discuss with you the
many volunteer openings beginning in the
next 12 months.

Peace Corps

and VISTA
Experience

Guaranteed

November 27-29: lnformation Booth, 9 a.m.4 p.m., SUB Tenaway Room 104. Sign up for
interviews.
November 28: Peace Corps/VISTA Film
Semillar,12 noon, SUB Teanaway Rooin 104.
November 28-29: Scheduled Interviews, 9 a.m.5 p.m., Career Planning &nd Placement.
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Catalog
RE-ENTRY RAP GROUP

Counseling for students 25 years
old and up, new or returning to :
Central, is being ' held at the
Central'Counseling Center Nov. 8,
15, 29 and Dec. 6 from 3: 30-5 p.m.
The group will be limited to ten
people. Sign up in the Counseling ·
Center, Sue Lombard Annex
Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
ANTHROPOLOGY BOOK
AND BAKE SALE

The Anthropology Club is
holding a book and bake sale
Thursday, Nov. 15 in the Instructional building, first floor,
from 8:30 a.m.·- 4 p.m.
MEETING ON
FAMILY VIOLENCE
The Kittitas County Family
Violence Task Force is sponsoring
a public meeting Tuesday, Nov.13,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Ellensburg
Public Library for the purpose oi
increasing publi'c awareness of the
problem of family violence.
Speakers
will .be
Joann
Alumbaugh,· a local attorney, and
Anna Kuhl, coordinator of the
Domestic Violence Bank at Washington State University.

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM

EXIT INTERVIEWS

The Women's Studies Program · If this is your last quarter ,at
group meets every Wednesday Central and you have received a
from 12-1 p.m. for a sack lunch and National Direct Student Loan, you
discussion. Future discussions will must make an appointment for an
include: Nov. 14-photo-graphy by ·exit interview. Call the Office of
Dorthea Lang; Nov. 28-careers in Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
science by Ron Boles, C~ntral to the second floor of Mitchell Hall.
professor of biology; Dec. 5-the
ADMINISTRATIVE black experience by Lorraine
Hansberry.
MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
AT CENTRAL

A listing of employers seekingU.S·. - educated' foreign students is
available at the International
Programs office, Barge Hall 308.
AH interested foreign students are
requested to contact the International Programs · office.
TERM PAPER WORKSHOP

The Administrative Management Society · will hold its next
meeting Tuesday, Nov. 13 at 3
p.m. in the SUB, Room 204.. New
members welcome.
ASSERTION TRAINING
WORKSHOP
The Central Counseling Center
is sponsoring an assertion training
workshop Nov. 12, 19 and 26 from
2:30-4 p.m. Sign up at the
Counseling Center in the Stie
Lombard Annex, Monday-Friday,
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
MEETING

The Educational Opportunities
Program is sponsoring a workshop
entitled, "How To Write A Term
Paper" on Nov. 12 and 14 at 2-3
p.m. in Kennedy Hall, Room 120.
Studying .techniques will also be
. The Anthropology Club will
emphasized and individual help · meet Tuesday, Nov.13 at 4 p.m. in
will be available. The workshop is the· Instructional Building, Room
317.
open to all students.

An·. Important Notice
About New Jobs!
A -well known . outerwear manufacturer is interested in locating in the Ellensburg Are·a .
A survey is being taken to de~ermine those people
who are willing to .train in industrial ,power sewing_
or bave experience in industrial power sewing. ·
The company proyid~s year around employment. ,
Benefits: wages from $3. l 0 to $6.00 per ho~r and
up, paid _vacation, . holiday pay, .hea·l th care~ profit
sharing.
_

All information will be held in strict confidence.
Those who apply will be the first to be considered. The firm· is·an equal <?pportunity employer M/F/HC
Please complete and return the ·coupon to the Daily
Record, Berry's.'or Safeway - each at 5th and Pine,
The · Ellensburg C_h a.mber of Commerce, · ·436 N.
~prague, Employment Security Department, 521 E.
Mountain View.Ave. or the CWU Financial Aids office. ·
r----~-----~----------------------------------1
f
•
.
I NAME.__:_ _ _ _ _ _--'~--'---------~-------: ADDRESS·-~--___:_;_~------------------~ PHONE. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ OATE OF BIRTH _ _..:,.__ _ _ ___
·--EXPERIENCE-_.·
JOB RESPONSIBILITY

nuclear energy. The event will
take place in the SUB Pit from 9
The following firms will have a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Ralph Nadar will be the key
representatives at the Career
Planning & Placement Center to note speaker that same evening in
Nicholson Pavillion at 8 p.m. Some
interview interested candidates.
Brochures are available. Sign-up of the confirmed anti-nuclear
schedules are posted one week, to. speakers will be representing the
the day, before the arrival of the Crabshell Alliance, Jackrabbit
Alliance, and Greenpeace. Some
interviewers on campus.
of the pro-nuclear speakers will
Nov.13-Ansell, Johnson & Co., include representatives from the
Seattle, Washington. Accounting American Nuclear Society, Puget
majors.
Power, and the Rockwell Hanford
·
Nov.13-Franklin, Mains & Co., Organization.
Tri-Cities, Washington. Accounting majors.
The event is being coordinated ._
Nov. 14-Niemi, Holland & by the ASC Programming Agency
Scott, Kennewick, Washington.
and music is being provided
Accounting majors.
throughout the day. Anyone
Nov~ 14-15-Boyd, Olofson &
interested in this program is asked
Co., Yakima, Washington. Ac- to contact the ASC office in the
syB. .
counting majors.
Nov. 15-Boise Cascade, Boise,
Idaho. Accounting majors. ·
INLAND ALLIANCE FILMS
Nov. 15-Children's Home
Society, Yakima, Washington.
Friday, Nov. 9 at 3:30 p.m., the
Group home counselors. Must be Inland Alliance will be showing
married couple to staff a group two films in the Taneum room of r.
home.
Good salary.
Work the SUB, The Decision to Drop
w/adolescents 15-17 yr. of age.
the Bomb and Flower Storm. Both
Nov.16-James B. Shrader, Inc. films deal with the use of nuclear
P.S., Yakima, Washington. Ac- power.
counting majors. ·
Nov~ 19-Bon Marche, Seattle, ·
MARKETING CLUB
Washington. Executive trainee
SCHEDULES SPEAKER
positions. Liberal arts; bus. adm.;
home ec.
Roger Dennis, a small business
Nov. 26-Southland Corporation consultant from General Business
(7-11),
Tukwila,
Washington. Services, Inc:, will speak at the
Field representatives. Business Marketing Club meeting tonight at
7 p.m. in the Grupe Conference
adm-mgmt; marketing.
Nov. 27-29-Peace Corps/Vista,. Center. The topic for discussion is
Seattle, Washington. Bachelor's "Marketing Problems in Small
. degree-worldwide. 65 develop- Businesses." All those interested
ing countries.
are invited to attend.
Nov. 28-John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
Mountlake Terrace, Washington.
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
Business mgmt. or industrial tech
FINANCIAL AID
majors. Manufacture of precision
instruments & measuring deStudents receiving financial aid
vices-digital & analog circuitry.
winter quarter and who will be "X
off-campus, must make arrangements with the Financial Aid
THREE MILE ISLAND
Office, Barge 209, by Dec. 10 and
Bruce Johnson, pres. of Chem- must provide verification of the
Nuclear Inc. will speak ·about his off-campus program and an offcompany's involvement in this campus address where checks are
con,troversial issue, at the Bus- to be mailed.
iness & Economics Club meeting,
Thurs. Nov. 15, SUB 204-205 at 7 NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT
p.m. Everyone welcome.
CLUB
CAMPUS, INTERVIEWS

NUCLEAR DAY AT CWU

·The Native American Student
Club meets every Tues., 7 p.m.,
SUB 210. Any interested persons,
please attend.

On Nov. 25, Curbstone will be
host an all day forum dealing with

PUT'EMAWAY
· 1f you can live without
your cigarettes fo.r one
day. you might find you
can live without them
forever. So put ·em away.
. Just for a day. Thursday.
November 15

~

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT..

®American Cancer Society.

·JUST FOR A DAY.
'J'HE GJJAIR· ~ORU~I
lntrodu·ces Sue Simmons ·
(formerly of R~b~rto 's) ·

OATES OF EMPLOYMENT

1. _________________________________________:______._____

2. _______________-,-____________________________
3. _______________________________________________

~----------------

0THER PERTINENT INFORMATION FOR PLACEMENT CONSIDERATION: _ _ _ _ __

0

YES, l'M WILLING TO TRAii\! FOR AN .INDUSTRIAL POWER SEWING POSITION~

----------------------------------------------

Specia Uzing
in men's & women's
haircutting, make-up
application & perms

Call for Appointment

Sandy Leech

Bobby Holden

Lester Hobbs

5'10" 205

5'8" 121

Position: Left Couch
Experience: Three years, Friday Night
Keggers, Zainma Rho Fraternity,
University of Southern Washington
Individual achievement: Most hours
in chair (consecutive), single
season - 11.5
Scouting report: Bobby is a heady pourer
with bulldog-like tenacity. Has
leadership qualities ingrained.

Position: Kitchen Runner
Experience: Snackgrabber 1st,
. Cordon Bleu Machine Shop,
Hardknox Technological Institute
Individual achievement: Most trips
from room, lifetime -1,836
Scouting report: Quick feet and
rock-steady hands are Lester's big
assets. Sometimes needs restraining.

Position: Corner Livingroom
Experience: 3rd degree Black Bracelet in
Top-Popping; also two years,
Defensive Hopping, Milwaukie State
Cheerleaders College
Individual achievement: Fewest cases of
indigestion, single season - 1
Scouting report: Sandy pours smoothly
and handles herself well in the clutch.
Moves well with sixpack or case:

6'2" 190

~

.Tommy Slacovich

6'3" -210

.

Position: Center Easy Chair
Experience: MFROTC Precision Bottle
Team, National Champion three years
pouring; also Taverntalkers Barschool
Individual achievement: Fastest
top-popping, sixpack - 3.7 seconds;
also most naps during game,
lifetime - 745
Scouting report: Tom· mixes fancy moves,
impressive experience; ambidexterou~
with both cans·and bottles.

James Leech

6'1" 185

Positior>: Right Couch
Experience: Master of Quarts; also
six years, Armchair Wrestling and
Television Osculation,
Bierstube Junior College
Individual achievement: Fastest keg
opening - 9.5 seconds; also _
most passes attempted, single
season- 63
Scouting report: Fast hands, active
imagination. Veteran Jim excels
with or without TV set turned on.

f
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Reproduction topic of conference
by Judy Knutsen
Last weekend, Central hosted a
Pro-Choice conference .on reproductive rights. Represented were
several state and national abortion
and women's organizations.
One of the accomplishments of
the conference was to reach a
consensus as to the degree of the
various organizations •commitment
to freedom of choice of abortion
rights and all reproductive rights.
It was also decided the extent to

.

..

········~························

. ..

. which they can work together to
utilize all of their resources to
uphold the 1973 Supreme Court
decision (Roe vs. Wade) which
firmly established a woman's right
to privacy in electing to terminate
a pregnancy without interference
from the state.
Ruth Coffin, lobbyist for Washington Citizens for Abortion
Rights was present at the
conference and clearly helped to
establish a political plan of action
for organizations to accomplish the
decision-making process at the
legislative level. .
·
Deborah Lazaldi of the Yakima
Self-Help Organization, conducted
a workshop during the conference
on the legal and political framework -0f the abortion issue and ·
stressed the importance of ProChoice organizations to most
effectively engage in political
action committees in order to
combat the anti-abortion momentum.
In a workshop on population

cqntrol, Beverly Whipple and
Diana Parker, also of the Yakima
Self-Help Organization, analyzed
the connection between the
private foundations, the government, the pharmaceutical companies, multi-national corporation
involvement and the extent to
which women's lives are adversely
affected as a direct result of
population control policy.
A video tape presented at the·
conference examined .liow the
women's health care movement
has impacted women's lives by
offering the alternative to the
established medical community-a
women-controlled health care clinic.
The Yakima Self-Help
Organization will present this
video tape at Central this month.
Susan Clark, co-founder of
Everywoman's Clinic, Concord,
California, and Lorraine Rothman,
co-founder of the first women•
controlled · clinic and prominent
leader in the women's health care
movement, shared the realities of

962-9292

administrating women-controlled Health Centers.
For the past five years, the
health care clinics.
Recognizing the importance of Yakima Self-Help Organization
the "history" of the women- has been working closely with the
controlled
clinic,
Lorraine federation for th~ purpose of
Rothman shared the way in which . gaining the skills necessary to
such clinics evolved. Following open a woman-c~ntrolled clinic in
the 1973 Supreme Court . decision Yakima.
Rothman summed up the conestablishing a woman's right to
privacy, feminist acted. Within 54 ference by expressing her excitedays, the first women-controlled ment at the "high caliber of
clinic was ·opened, co-founded by participants." T.h e conference
gave each organization repreRothman and Carol Downer.
Subsequently, other women sented an opportunity to talk
founded women-controlled clinics about future plans they have for
and shortly thereafter, in order to their organization specifically and
increase their power, founded the for the feminist concerns they
Federation of Feminist Women <;;hare.

More about BSU
According to Williams, people
were again broken up into small
groups to discuss social, economic,
· and educational goals. to be dealt
with by the organization for the
. benefit of meeting black students'

needs in these areas.
"W(.: took a gene.ral eoncensus on
all issues discussed in each group
and voted separately on each one.
Each school got only one vote," she
explained .
Officers were also elected at the
conference. They are Callie
Watkins from Bellevue Community, President; P hilip Hall
from Seattle Central Community,
vice president; Jackie Staton from
Green River, secretary; and
Gilbert Petitt from Central,
treasurer.
These officers will
serve until fall of next year
next year ..
The conference c'Oncluded with a
free discussion of issues and
happenings at all of the schools. •
"This organization has started
to grow after a three year effort to
unite BSU in the. state of
Washington. This ·was the second ~
meeting at Central and it
definitely was a good one','' she
said.

'Tear aftl'r year. semester
I after semester. the
Collc~c \faster' from
Fidelity l 'nion Life has
been the most accepted.
most popular plan on
campuses all oyer America.
.Find out why.
Call the Fidelit\· Union
CollegeMaster·
Field Associate
in )'(iur area:
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w. 4th

925-3939

------------------------------------------------

Mon - Fri 8-9

Sat 2-5
Pastrami, Corn Beef, Ham,
Turkey, Roast Beef- The '
B'e st Meats Available On Our

SANDWICH BOARD
' ,,
\~·~:>

i·n iported
beers

------------·----------------
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